ENTERPRISE
N E TWO RK
Ensuring your organization’s mission-critical information gets from point A to point B on time, every time, is no longer
simply about measuring SLAs and requesting related credits. Network connectivity is now about helping organizations
remain competitive in the marketplace, bring products to market faster, and deploy business-driving initiatives that
shape companies for years to come.
Today’s IT professional are tasked with more responsibilities than ever, which is why some of most noteworthy enterprises,
service providers, healthcare organizations and government agencies in the world have turned to the Enterprise
Networking Solutions professionals at GDT.

ENTERPRISE NETWORKING COVERS ALL THE BASES
Enterprise Networking is far more than moving data through LANs and WANs. It involves managing, maintaining and
monitoring every facet of customers’ networks, including:
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ENTERPRISE NETWORKS THAT DRIVE BUSINESS
GDT’s talented, tenured solutions architects and engineers turn customers’ network backbones into agile machines that
digitally transform their organizations. They design and deploy enterprise networks that address the issues that have
hindered IT organizations for years by helping customers:
Identify the data requirements that are unique to
departments, locations and users

Help IT organizations justify changes to upper
management

Eliminate inefficient resource siloes, such as those
for compute, network and storage

Consolidate and centralize resources

Analyze existing resources and integrate them, as
needed

Analyze and reduce, when needed, physical
servers through virtualization or functional
redundancies

Define policies and standards from which to make
future networking decisions

Implement file storage solutions that consolidate
centralize storage and consolidate files

Identify all security requirements and ensure all
assets, data and information are protected

Design a common directory service to more
effectively manage authentication.

Founded in 1996, GDT is an award-winning, technology integration partner.
GDT specializes in designing, building, and delivering best-of-breed technology
solutions for service providers, enterprise networks, data centers, and more.
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